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Purchase Frequency
Q. Please indicate how frequently you purchase each of the following?
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Purchase Decision Factors 
Q. Which of the following are important in your decision to purchase dairy milk and/or plant-based milk?
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Nutrition Perceptions
Q. Thinking about Plant-Based Milk, would you say they contain the same or more than Dairy Milk, of …?
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Q. How would you describe your 
overall perception of non-dairy milk 
(e.g., soy milk, almond milk, coconut 
milk, etc.)?

Overall Perception of Non-Dairy Milk
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Q. To what extent do you agree or 
disagree with each of the following 
statements?
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2.8x
More likely to 
believe newer 
brands are better 
or more innovative

3.7x
More likely to 
avoid buying from 
“big food”

Compared to Baby Boomers, 
Millennials are …
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20% Are making purchases 
of dairy products online

Influence of technology on purchasing 
behavior by survey respondents 

22%
Looked up nutritional 
and ingredient 
information on 
dairy products

25%
Compare dairy prices online 
before shopping and have 
used a digital coupon to 
buy dairy products 
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Buyer, Distributor, Producer Insights
Fifth Element Associates, Qualitative Research

It took us a solid 10 years to learn how to talk about 
and value our products. When people say “Your 

products are expensive.” or “We are not going to pay 
that.”… We say… we pay living wages, we pay health 
insurance, we pay farmers a fair price for their milk. 

We just lay it right out there. (Producer)

The challenge we face is the lack of understanding of vendors 

of how many decisions we need to make and how 

competitive it is….They need to be more flexible. Every time 

we take on an item, we have to remove another item. 

The store is not infinite. Many don’t get that. (Buyer)

Knowing the people behind the product is very 
important. A connection to the family or person, if it is a 
second generation or not. The stories are important and 

having a special attribution. (Buyer)

Producers underestimate how busy buyers are. They have to 
make a fantastic first impression. They won’t get a second 
chance. They need to have details worked out in advance 
about shipping costs, case size, etc. all presented in a tidy 

package to be taken seriously. Buyers don’t want to have to 
go back and forth. (Buyer)



Buyer, Distributor, Producer Insights
Fifth Element Associates, Qualitative Research

Very simple, whole food sources, without stabilizers or additives. It 
has been a huge trend for two plus years and is continuing to rise… 
clean ingredients and understanding what is put into our products. 

Even Campbell’s and General Mills are doing it…. Grown versus 
manufactured in a big factory. (Buyer)

When a producer says they are totally flexible, they 

come across as unprofessional. Producers think 

they are being accommodating, but they need to 

have all the information in place. (Buyer)

In the next five to 10 years, we are going to see an enormous uptick 

in customer service in marketing online global platforms integrated 

with consumer spending… Then you are going to see small niche 

producers migrate into this field with online CSAs. There is going to 

be a big software build out when it comes to food distribution. 

(Distributor)

You [the producer] can’t come up to me at a scale 
up event and ask me to tell you what I want you to 
do. You need to take a hard look at your business 
and tell yourself where you want to be. …or you 

will be out of business in five years. (Buyer)


